
Stage 1

Rifle = 10, Pistols = 10, Shotgun = 4+

The territorial rodeo is in town, always thrills for all!

Staging: Pistols holstered, rifle and shotgun is staged on left table.  Start 

behind table of choice both hands on table, not touching a gun.  Gun order is 

shooter’s choice, rifle not last.       

Line:  Ride’em Cowboy! 

ATB:  If starting at the left table, with rifle, starting on either a plate rack or the 

static rifle target, alternate between the plate rack targets and the static rifle 

target for 10 rounds.  Only misses on the static target or plate rack targets left 

standing will count as misses.  Plates standing may be made up with shotgun  

With shotgun knock down the four shotgun targets in any order.  Move to right 

table and with pistols straight sweep the pistol targets three time and place last 
round on middle target.   
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Stage 2

Rifle = 10, Pistols = 10, Shotgun = 0+

Some cold brews are always appreciated during low country summers, but it 

can lead to unfortunate events!

Staging: Pistols holstered, rifle and shotgun is staged on left table.  Start 

behind left table both hands holding mug.         

Line:  Hold my beer! 

ATB:  With rifle knock down the four shotgun targets, the plate rack targets and 

place one round on the static target.  Only a miss on the static target or plate 

rack or shotgun targets left standing will count as misses.  Plates standing may 

be made up with shotgun  Move to right table and with 1st pistol alternate 

between the two outside targets for five rounds and with 2nd pistol place five 
rounds on the middle target. 
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Stage 3

RP

Rifle = 10, Pistols = 10, Shotgun = 4+

Some ornery cuss just stole all the bourbon in town; Whiskey Mac is the 

prime suspect!   

Staging: Pistols holstered, rifle and shotgun staged on table.  Start standing 

behind table with both hands touching, but not holding a gun.       

Line: Got Whiskey!

ATB: Guns may be shot in any order, except rifle may not be shot last.  With 

pistols and rifle, place four rounds on each of the five rifle/pistol targets.  With 

the shotgun knock down the four shotgun targets in any order.  
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Stage 4

RP

Rifle = 10, Pistols = 10, Shotgun = 4+

You have got to bring in the toughest man in town, shooting him is no good, it 

just makes him mad.  Dynamite might work.     

Staging: Pistols holstered, rifle and shotgun staged on table.  Start standing 

behind table with both hands holding box.         

Line: Candygram!

ATB: Guns may be shot in any order, except rifle may not be shot last.  With 

pistols and rifle, progressive sweep the five rifle/pistol targets (1 on T1, 2 on 

T2, 3 on T3 4 on T4, 5 on T5).  Then straight sweep the five targets.  With the 

shotgun knock down the four shotgun targets in any order.  
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Stage 5
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Rifle = 10, Pistols = 10, Shotgun = 4+

A bunch of outlaws are hold up in a log cabin, Yellow Boy said he is going to 

pour some coal oil down their chimney. 

Staging: Pistols holstered, rifle staged on middle table and shotgun on right 

table.  Start behind table of choice, both hands on hat.     

Line: Let’s smoke’em out!  

ATB: If starting at the left table, with first pistol, place one round on a rear 

pistol target then double tap the two front pistol targets. With second pistol 

place one round on the other rear pistol target and then double tap the two 

front pistol targets.  Go to middle table and with rifle engage the rifle targets 

per pistol instructions.  Proceed to the right table and with shotgun knock 

down the shotgun targets in any order.  
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Stage 6
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Rifle = 10, Pistols = 10, Shotgun = 4+

Dawg has a new pet, it’s rather large for a dog.

Staging: Pistols holstered, rifle staged on middle table and shotgun on right 

table.  Start behind table of choice, pointing down range with one hand.     

Line: Look out, it’s a bear!  

ATB: If starting at the left table, with pistols, perform a regressive sweep of the 

four pistol targets (4 on T1, 3 on T2, 2 on T3 and 1 on T1).  Go to middle table 

and with rifle engage the rifle targets per pistol instructions.  Proceed to the 

right table and with shotgun knock down the shotgun targets in any order.  
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